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Introduction
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•
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Distance learning in the European Patent Academy
Distance learning as an end
Distance learning as a means to an end
Considerations: fit for purpose
Examples
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Mandate
•

The mandate of the Academy states:

Distance learning as an end
•

The problem may arise when it is seen as an end in itself

A distance learning may be
beautifully designed, story-telling,
entertaining

but,

if no goals are sought and attained,
it may be useless.
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Distance learning as a tool
•
•

As a learning tool, distance learning is successful only if the goals are
attained.
To consider:
–
–
–
–

target audience
learning objective
environment
level of knowledge

Distance learning approach must be fit for purpose

A means to an end
•

Questions to be addressed:
– Sufficient information about goals and target?
– Are we flexible enough?
– Are needs homogeneous?
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Development of products
The Academy develops different
types of products for different goals.
•
•
•

•

Single modules at the disposal of
the public.
Full courses on demand (including
training materials and delivery).
Virtual Classrooms for particular
points e.g. new implementing
regulations.
Podcasts as summary of events
or short trainings.

Different
levels

Different
audiences

Different approaches
• Long-term courses
• Public modules
• Live sessions

Development of products
Type of product

e-learning courses
(High-value vs. side products)

Example
Pre-Class, Written
Opinions,
PATLIB Centers
IP5

Virtual Classroom
Lectures

During courses;
EpoqueNet; Patent
Information updates

Webcasts and Podcasts

Search Matters
webcasting,
Audiocasts bimonthly

Seminars packaging

SM2011, Case Law

EQE Related

EQE on-line
Oral Proceedings

Co-ordination
e-learning platform
(Learning Management
System, LMS)
• Co-ordination of webbased training
activities: LMS brings
all e-learning products
in one place
• LMS automates training
activities (such as online courses,
feedbacks)
• LMS provides reports
about test/feedback
results, usage figures,
etc.
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e-learning products:
Courses are set on the LMS and consist of series of modules, tests and
live or presence sessions as re-capitulation.
Modules are available from the open-access section of the LMS.
Live events include public virtual classrooms and webcasting

Products
•

Courses: context

Situation

Structure

Audio
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Products
•

Courses: contents

Pop-up

Structure

External
links

Important
remark

Products
•

External modules

Detailed
example

Structure
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Products
•

Podcasts: short, news, interviews; downloadable in mp3 format

EQE on-line
•

Targeting the EQE candidates: Forum, exercises and information
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Tools for distance learning
•

Authoring tools:
– Lectora
– Captivate and Adobe Suite
– Articulate/Quizmaker/Engage

•

Platform
– Migrating to an LMS Moodle platform in 2011.

•

Goals:
– Content independent of tools
– Shareable platform

Summary
•
•

Distance learning is a tool, not an end in itself.
When designing distance learning, one must consider:
– learning goal
– target audience
– technical environment
– starting level of knowledge

•

Similar contents can be delivered in different formats.
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The European Patent Academy

European Patent Academy site
http://www.epo.org/academy.html
European Patent Academy e-learning platform
http://www.epo.org/elearning
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